MAXXLIFE Calculator

The ultimate tool for calculating respirator cartridge protection…
The MAXXLIFE Calculator. MAXXLIFE is a user-friendly calculator
that helps measure the service life of air purifying respirator
cartridges from Bullard.

QUICK, EASY AND ACCURATE
MAXXLIFE lets you manage the life of your cartridge. Just follow
the step-by-step MAXXLIFE Calculator program to determine how
long you can use your cartridge before it needs to be replaced.

MAXIMUM PROTECTION
The MAXXLIFE calculator measures both environmental and usage
factors when determining approximately how long the cartridge
could be used before hazardous chemicals would begin to break
through the cartridge's protective filter.

THE ULTIMATE TOOL
The MAXXLIFE Calculator is available for downloading on the
Bullard website. Just visit www.bullard.com and click on
Resources in the menu bar at the top of your screen. Here, you'll
find the MAXXLIFE Calculator.
MAXXLife Calculator

The ultimate tool for calculating respirator cartridge protection...
The MAXXLife Calculator. MAXXLife is a user-friendly calculator that helps measure the service life of air purifying respirator cartridges from Bullard.

How it works:

1. Get Started!

2. Choose Cartridge:

3. Populate Fields:

4. Enter Hazard Information

5. Enter Environment & Operational Information

6. Get Results!
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